Attract more visitors, add
more value to your site and
give your website visitors a
reason to keep coming back
with Photo Sweet 1.0!
Photo Sweet lets you create a
full-powered image
management service allowing
you to easily maintain an
unlimited number of image
galleries and sub-galleries.
Photo Sweet provides your
site visitors and customers
with an online gallery that
allows them to browse
categorized galleries, send to
images multiple recipients,
and customize their greeting
card messages. What can the
Photo Sweet 1.0 do for your
site? It contributes to your
website’s stickiness factor,
encouraging your visitors to
stay longer and revisit your
site multiple times, leading to
increased revenues, whether
through advertising, product
sales, or increased usage of
your site’s services.
How is the Photo Sweet 1.0 different from other online display solutions?
Managing an online gallery can be time-consuming. To minimize your time
spent on administrative and system maintenance tasks, Photo Sweet 1.0
comes with full system maintenance, is easy to configure, and is equipped
with export and import functions that can handle large file uploads and
downloads smoothly and seamlessly.

Photo Sweet 1.0 Main Features
Four Modules in One: Photo Sweet unifies four image-related modules into
one. From a single database of photos, Photo Sweet 1.0 allows you to offer
site visitors a picture gallery, an ecard and postcard mailer, and horizontal
and vertical image scrollers.
Easy Gallery Configuration: One page allows you to manage general
gallery settings such as layout, border and popup settings, picture and
thumbnail heights, website and email setup, notification messages, and
stamp display options.
Attractive Image Display: Images can be displayed in a definable pop-up
window or on page via a "lightbox".
Image Scrollers: Scrollers allow you to scroll images from your database in
either a horizontal or vertical fashion in your web site, giving your site a
modern, dynamic look-and-feel. Control the speed,
Unlimited Galleries and Sub-Galleries: Create an unlimited number of
galleries and sub-galleries and organize your images under them.
Stamps: Ecards and postcards can be made more fun with a "stamp"
feature.
Search: Photo Sweet provides a quick and easy-to-use search dialog,
allowing site users to search for images based on descriptions.

Gather Marketing Data: Photo Sweet keeps track of which users are
sending which photos and to which email addresses. Over time this tracked
information can provide valuable marketing insights into
Import/Export: If your site has an extensive picture collection, you can
use Photo Sweet's import function to upload pictures and gallery structures
via a simple Excel spreadsheet file. An export function allows you to export
your gallery structure and links to images into a spreadsheet file.
SEO: Photo Sweet allows you to directly configure Search Engine
Optimization information like keyword/description meta tags, title bar text,
and create a customized descriptive URL for each gallery page.
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